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We V- lsider a Brownian storage system with stepwise holding cost and linear cost of disposal. 
There ,re no limits on the rate of disposal. We seek a policy which m’:imizes total discounted 
cost on an infinite interval. It is proved that the optimal ~o!ic; ;, c;r,tracterized by two points: 
one is a reflecting barrier, the second is a point of instantaneous displacement. When the process 
reaches the second point it must be instantly moved to the first point and kept below the tirst 
point with minimal efforts thereafter. 
Brownian storage system * stepwise holding cost * linear disposal cost * optimal policy 
1. Introduction 
Consider a storage facility of a finite capacity h, operating as a part of a large 
company. The net input is random and governed by a (p, a’)- Brownian motion X,, 
which is considered an exogenous component of the system. There is a cost L’ per 
unit of time to run the warehouse whatever is its content. If the total inventory 
exceeds h,, a new facility of a capacity 6, is rented at a cost d per unit of time. 
This is a holding cost function of our problem. Thus, we have a distinctive discon- 
tinuity in the holding cost function. Instead of renting a new warehouse, there is 
an option of shipping some inventory to another facility of the same company at a 
cost proportional to the shipment volume: we will call this action reduction of 
inventory. An important feature of our model is absence of limits on the rate of 
reduction; thus it is possible to reduce the inventory level instantaneously. The 
objective is to find a policy which minimizes the expected discounted sum of holding 
cost and control cost over an infinite period of time. 
In other terminology our problem is the Monotone Follower Problem of Karatzas 
[5] and Karatzas and Shreve [6]. However, the discontinuity of the holding cost 
function brings principle differences both to the way of solving the problem and 
the nature of optimal policy. Models of such type with continuous holding cost 
functions were also studied by Harrison and Taylor [4], Shreve, Lehoczky and 
Graver [8], Harrison and Taksar [3] (the term ‘instantaneous control’ was introduced 
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in the latter one). A rigorous approach for these types of models was developed in 
[3]. Our line of thought will basically follow that of the latter paper. 
We describe control in terms of an increasing function L,, whose meaning is 
cumuIative shipment up to time t. The content of the system under the policy L. is 
zt = x, - L,. (1.1) 
The holding cost function of our problem is 
h(x) = CL+ +(c +d)lU7,,h,+h,J(x) +%,+b*<x. (1.2) 
Thus the objective is to find 
V(x) = min Ex e- Y’h(Zt) dt + jO= levy’ dL,,] (1.3) 
where the minimum is taken over all admissible controls L (the definition of 
admissibility will be given in Section 2). The same reasoning as in [3] shows that 
V satisfies the following optimfality equation: 
II‘v(xj-yV(~j+h(x)]~[I- V'(x)l=O, (1.4) 
where I is the unit cost of shipment, and 
J’ = (1/2)rr’ d’/dx’+p d/dx 
is the inffnitesimal generator of the I3rownian motion X,. 
We will show that there exists a solution of (1.4) such that I.+1-p below are 
satisfied. 
1 .(x. There exists x”, h, s x* s h, + b,, such that ( I S), ( 1.6) hold. 
I’V(x)-yV(x)+h(x)=O if xdb, or x*<x++b,, (1.5) 
I- V’(x)=0 if b,<x<x” or x5:b2+b,. (1.6) 
I.@. The function V(x) is twice continuously differentiable except points h,, x* 
and h, + hz where V” may have) a discontinuity of the first order. (In particular V 
is continuously differentiable everywhere.) 
If x* is not equal to h, or 6, +b,, then the optimal control is to keep the process 
Z# below h, + b2 with minimal efforts until r, the first hitting time of x*. Than the 
process is moved instantaneously to b, and is kept below h, with mi;limal efforts 
rhereafter. (If the initial state of the process is larger than b, + hz, then 2 is moved 
to h, *h, at time zero. If the initial state is between b, and x”, then 2 is moved to 
hl at time zero.) 
In cases when x* equals to b, (or h, + h,), we should keep 2 below 6, + hZ (or 
h, t with minimal efforts. 
In Section 2 we show that any function, subject to minor technic;J restrictions, 
satisfying i 1.4) mirrdrizes the optimal return function V(x) of (~3). 111 Section 3 
MC find the solution of the optimality equation and determine the pos%ion of the 
pushing barrier x”. The point x” is the solution of a transcendental equation. 
2. Problem 
We start 
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formulation and proof of the basic result 
with a (cl, g2)-Brownian motion on the real line R, i.e., we are given 
(0, % %, X, & P,), where (a, 9) is a mea:surable space, X = X.(O) a measurable 
mapping of 0 into C(R) - the space of continuous functions on ~8,’ 9, = 
0(X,, s d t), 8, is a shift operator in 0 such that X,( 0,~) = X,+t(~) and P,\, x E [w, 
is a family of measures on fl such that under P’, the process {X,, t 2 0) is a Brownian 
motion with drift p, variance u2 and initial state x. 
A policy is defined as a process (L,, t s 0) such that 
L, is right continuous nondecreasing process with Lo 3 0. (2.1) 
L, is adapted, i.e., L, is &-measurable for each t. (2.2) 
We say that a policy L is admissible if (2.3) and (2.4) below are satisfied: 
CO 
E, 
I 
eeY’ dL, < a, (2.3) 
0 
9,{2,+ t-b,, faO}= 1 for all xER (2.4) 
where & is given by ( 1 .l ). The integral in (2.3) is defined in ordinary Lebesgue- 
Stieltjes sense; thus L.(w) is viewed as a distribution function of a measure on 
[O,a) with mass at point 0 equal tti L,( 0). 
The set of all admissible policies is denoted by 9. With each admissible policy 
L we associate a cost function k,(x), defined by 
[s 
*X 
kL(x) = E, e-Y’h(Zi) d? + I 1: eWY’ dL,], (2.5) 
0 
where h is the holding cost function given by ( 1.2), y > 0 and 1~ 0 are the data of 
the problem, which are interest rate and unit cost of output (shipment) respectively. 
Thus the admissible policies are the ones for which the associated cost is finite. 
We seek 
V(x) = E:i,F k,(x). (2.6) 
The policy L* for which k,*(x) = V(x) is called optimal. 
The optimal return function V(x) must satisfy thz optimality equation ( 1.4). We 
refer the reader to [3] for a heuristic derivation of ‘this equation. In the remainder 
of this section we will rigorously prove that any function V subject to i 1.4) satisfies 
(2.6) and we will construct the corresponding optimal policy f,*. 
Denote by C2(R) the class of all twice continuously differentiable functions on 
a real line and by c’(&!) the class of continuously differentiable function f for which 
there exists a finite se; ,/1 c R such that f is twice continuously differentiable on 
Z?\A and -f’(x) has left and right limits at A. 
’ C’(R) is endowed with the Kolmogorov u-field. 
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Fix a policy L and denote L, - L,_ by AL, with the understanding that AL0 = Lo. 
Let A be the continuous part of L, namely 
A, = L, - 1 AL,. (2.7) 
O’S<1 
Fix .k c’(R) and put A_M), =J(Z,) -J(Z,_) with the convention Af(Z),= 
ml) -.f( X0)* 
(28) Proposition. For fE c’(R), 
I 
7 
e Y’h(Z,) df + I eeY’ dL, +eeyTf(ZT) 
I) 
=j(x) + E, ’ eeeY'[Tf- rf+h](Z,) dt 
1 
+ E, e “[I-f’(Z,)]dA, ewY’[ldLI-Af(Z), . 
(2.9) 
Proaf. For f’~ C’(R) formula (2.9) was proved in [3] (see (4.12)). Now choose 
,f, c C’(R 1 such that fn converges to f uniformly, fti converges to j-h uniformly and 
,r’( .r 1 cowerges to_("'(.r ) for all points of continuity 0f.f and_Jx( x) -f”(x) is uniformly 
hounded in t x, n ). (Construction of such a sequence ffl is a simple exercise in 
elementary calculus and we omit it.) Now we should apply (2.9) to JI and use the 
theorem of dorGnated convergence on both sides of (2.9) to verify that the above 
equality hokk for J 
(2.10) Proposition. Suppose j‘E C’~lR) satis-es, for all x E IF& 
Proof. I- i \ I 4 / :rnd Apple Proposition (2.8) to j’ and L. Show that all thr x 
cpxtatim~ in the right-hand side of‘t 2.0) are nonnegative. The first and Ae tiecon.d _ 
u\pc:c:tation% w-e greater or equal to zero due to (2.1 1) and (2.12). The last term can 
be represented as 
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E, C e?AL, -ee-yf zf-+AL’f(s) dsj 
(We assume Z,_ = X0.) The 
Eventually 
Jz,_ J 
. 
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above expression is positive by virtue of (2.12). 
r7- I 
f(x)< Eer 
II 
'e-%(Z,)dt+! j ewY’ dL, +e-YTI?~{f(Zr)}. 
1 
(2.15) 
0 0 
By (2.13), f(x) s IV + K 1x1, therefore 
E,{~(Z,)}~N+KE,~Z,(~N+KE,~X,~~N+K[~X+~~~+(~~~~)“~]. 
The above expression shows that 
e -y%K{.f(Z,)) + 0 as T-, 00. (2.16) 
BY virtue of (2.16) the right-hand side of (2.15) converges to k, as T + CO, and (2.14) 
follows. 
Later we will use notation b for b, +h,. 
(2.17) Theorem. Let j’satisfy the assumptions of Proposition (2.10) and 1.a. Then f 
is equal to the optimal return function V given b_y (2.6). 
Proof. 1’. Suppose 6, <x* < 6 (the cases in which x* ‘= h, or .x* = 6 are treated 
similarly). By virtue of the Proposition (2.10) we have _f~ V, and to prove the 
theorem we must find L* for which f = k,*. Put 
M~=(~LJ~X,---+ “r=inf(s~O:X,-Mt=x”}, 
LF = I,. JMf-t 1, _.rM~+B,iM:‘r,+_~*-h,] if X$x*, 
Lj+ = Mh,, if XOSX? 
Not,e that iC Xc,> _x*, then the process l_T - Lz is the local time of 2: z X, - L? 
at the point b, fc-r t less than T. For t > r the process LT - LT is the lad time of 
Z?; at the point br. It is obvious that, for each x, 
P\(ZT E 1-q b,]u ]x*, b] for all t 3 01 = 1, (2.18) 
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2”. Assume x* < x s b. By virtue of the Proposition (2.8) we can write 
+ E,{lALT--Af(Z*),; 7s: T}- Ex{e-YTf(Zf$)}. (2.19) 
By virtue of (2.18) and ( LS), the integrand in the first term in the right-hand side 
of (2.19) vanishes a.s. The continuous functional h T increases iff 2: = b or ZT = b,. 
Due to ( 1.6) J’( b,) =-f’(b) = 1, thence the second term vanishes as well. Applying 
( 0.6) once more, we see that 
.f(x”) -.Nb,) = 1(x* - b,). 
By the construction 2:. = x”, 2: = b and AL: = x* - b,. This implies the third term 
in the right-hand side cif (2.19) to vanish. Letting T-, m, we have the left-hand side 
of (2.19) converging to kl *( x) --J(x), while (2.16) shows that the right-hand side 
converges to zero. Thus 
.fcx) = k,.(x) (2.20) 
fo:lnws, For X,, > h or Xtrs x” the equality (2.20) is established in the same 
manner. 
3. Solution of the optimality equations 
Without any loss of generality we can set c = b, = 0. Here and in the sequel we 
assume that 0~ b < 00. The case of infinite b can be treated in a similar fashion, 
moreover it is much simpler. 
To find the optimal policy we should solve ( 1.4). To formulate the main theorem 
we need some preliminary calculations. First, suppose the solution f(x) exists and 
s&ties 1 .CY and 1 .p and (2.13). Then -f(x) must be of the following form: 
fob 1 Cexp(~_~u)l.~ ,,+(C,,+Wl,,. ,- .,*+irl expW) 
Tbt continuity of .f’ znd .f” at points 0 and b and continuity of .f“ at _Y* yield 
( * z c,, -= l/N, (3.4) 
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c, = Z[exp( px*) - exp( pb)] 
a[exp(px* +d+-exp(ax*+pb)]' 
I[exp( cub) - cxp( ax*)] 
C2=P[exp(@*+cub)-exp(crx*+pb)]’ 
C, = C, exp(rub) +C, exp@b) +dl y. 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
The continuity off at x* yields the following equation: 
d 
x”+l/cu=-+ 
exp( ax* + px*) - exp( cux* + pb) 
ly cu[exp(px*+cub)-exp(ax*+pb)] 
exp(ab +/3x*) -exp(crx* +/3x*) 
+P[exp(px* +ab) -exp(cux* +@)]’ 
(3.8) 
Note that if we are able to find 
O<x*<b (3.9) 
subject to (3.8) and determine C - C, from (3.4)-( 3.7), then f(x), given by (3. I ), 
satisfies 1 .LY and 1.p and (2.13). 
Now suppose that in 1.c~ we have x* = 0. Then the tolution of (1.4) subject to 
1 .cy and (2.13) is given by 
*f(x) = C easy lscrO +( C, e”” +C,eP”+d/r)l,.r,,,+(C,+I(~-b))l.~...h. 
(3.10) 
Continuity off and its derivatives yields 
G = dICr(P - 41, 
G = I/a -(dlyd exptph) +d/y. (3.14) 
These computations permit us to formulate the main theorem of this section. 
(3.15) Theorem. Let V(x) be defined by ( 1.3). 
(a) :ff 
then 
V(x)-[(I/cw)exp! Lyx)]l.~5~(,+(I/Ly +-f-X)1,-.o. 
(b) I’ (3.16) does not hold and 
I d 1-e~’ eah-l 
CY<r+ y a(e”’ _e”Z;r+p(ecflb _eBb)’ 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
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then there exists one and onl_v one x* subject to (3.8), (3.9) and V(x) is given bq’ (3.1), 
H-‘ith C - CJ determined *from (3.4)-(3.7). 
(~1 Ifborh (3.16) and (3.18) *fail, [hen V(x) is given h.,T (3.10) with C-C3 given 
b,l’ (3. I I )-(3.14). 
Before proving the theorem, we need introduce the following notation. Denote 
by F(xf~: z) the function which (as a function of x) satisfies 
I%-yF=-d (3.19) 
with boundary conditions F,(yll: z) = z and eK( hi??; z) = 1 where F, is the derivative 
of F with respect to x. The function F( 0 1 v, z) is a linear combination of d/y, exp( ax) 
and exp(gx) with coefficients being smooth functions of z and ~7. 
(3.20) Proposition. !f z > 0 and ~7 < b, then 
(a) I-‘( .rj_s, z ) is increasing .finction of x and 
W 
W 
W F,lxl~~ z)<zv 1, y<x< b, 
F( -x!y, z 1 is a decreasing .function of z for all x E [J*, b]. 
d F( ulu, l)/du r 1. 
(3.21 j
The proof is a trivial exercise in an elementary calculus and we omit it. 
Proof of Theorem (3.15). I”. Multiplying both parts of (3.8) by 1, we can write 
I 3.X t as gt.u*) == F(x”lx”, 1)/l, where g(x) = x -t l/a. 
Proposition C3.20) (c) shows that G(u) = g( tl) - F( ulu, 1)/l is an increasing func- 
tion of II : hence (3.8) can have at most one solution, if any. As x* + --W, the left-hand 
\~de of (3.8 I approaches --IX, while the right-hand side approaches cl/ I? + ~/LY. As 
p + b. the left-hand side approaches b t l/a and the right-hand side tends to 
d,‘ly + I/fi + l/a (use L’Hospital rule). Therefore, if (3.16) holds, then G(-a) = -m 
and G( h j 5 0. Therefore there is no x* < b such that G(x*) = 0. 
If (3.16) fails, then G( b j > 0 and such s* exists. Simple analysis shows that x:‘: :> 0 
itf 13.1X) is satisfied. 
Suppose (3.161 is true. To prove (a) we must show that the right-hand side of 
t 3.17 1 satisfies i 1 A). To this end we must verify (2. I I ) for x > 0 and (2.12) for s < 0. 
The derivative of ( I/ ct ) exp( CUX) increases and attains its maximum for Y -= 0, where 
it is equal to 1. Hence (2.12) holds for _Y T= 0. Because II(S) - ix’ for .C I‘-- h, (2.1 I ) 
hoI& wtoma?.ically for .Y .--/ h. Pf O=C .I- < h, then 
The above expression is a decreasing function of x and it attains its minilnum at 
the poini h. This minimum is nonnegative iti 
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2”. Now let (3.16) fail and (3.18) be satisfied. We know there is 0 i x* < b subject 
to (3.8). Let f(x) be given by the right-hand side of (3.1) with C - CJ given by 
(3.4)-f 3.7). To prove the statement of the theorem we must show that (2.12) holds 
when x < 0 or X* < x < b, and (2.12) holds for O< x < x*. We verified (2.12) for 
x < 0 in Section 1. Since f(x) satisfies (3.19) on [x”, b], we hve f’(x) s 2 ori [x*, b] 
by (3.2 1 ), whence (2.12) follows. 
Verification of (2.11) on [0, x”] is done in a similar fashion. 
3”. Suppose both (3.16) and (3.18) fail. Let f(x) be given by (3.10) with C-C, 
given by (3.11)-(3.14). Show first that f’(0) s 1. We know from Section 1 O 
that in this case there exists x* 6 0 such that F(x”lx*, I) = Ix* + I/ a. By Proposi- 
tion (3.20) (a), 
(3.23) 
Let m = F,( 01x*, I) and p =-f”(O). By virtue of (3.2 1) we have m s 1. Now assume 
that p > 1. This implies that the constant C given by (3.1 1) is greater than I/cu 
(differentiate (3.10)). The latter implies 
(3.24) 
By the construction and uniqueness of the solution of the boundary problem (3.19) 
we have J(O) = F(Oi0, p). On the other hand, F(Ol.u”, I) = F(OIO, m). Combining 
these facts with (3.23), (3.24), we get F(OI0, m) < F(OI0, p) while p > t71. That contra- 
dicts Proposition (3.20) (b). Thence p < 1 follows. 
To establish the last part of the theorem, we need only to show that (2.12) holds 
for x E: ]-am, b]. The validity of (2.12) for .Y E ]--a~, 0] is established in the same 
manner as in Section 1”. For 0 < x <: b 
.f“w = F,(OlO,f’(O)) <f“(O) v 1= 1 
by virtue of (3.21) and (3.23 ). Theorem (3.15) is proved. 
We can reformulate Theorem (3.15) in terms of optimal policy. If (3.16) is true, 
then the optimal policy is to keep the controlled process below 0 with minimal 
etiorts, i.e., not to use alternative storage facility at all. If both (3.16) and (3.18) 
fail, then the optimal policy is to keep the process below b with minimal efforts. 
That is, we should use shipment only when there is no other alternative. The most 
interesting case is when (3.16) fails but (3.18) is valid. Then we must keep the 
controlled process bAow b with minimal efforts until the first hitting time of .x* 
derived from (3.8). Then we must instantaneously move the process to 0 and keep 
it helow 0 with minimal efforts thereafter. 
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